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Universal Consent Platform
Earn customer trust and comply with global privacy laws   

Your website is one of your company’s most 
essential tools when it comes to meeting your 
desired business goals. Unfortunately, it can 
also be a significant source of liability, especially 
in the face of ever-tightening regulations around 
privacy and data collection. With the continual 
rise of invasive data collection, data breaches, 
and other malicious web-based attacks, users 
demand that companies take responsibility for 
their trust and protect personal information.

Crownpeak’s Universal Consent Platform will 
help you get back to focusing on running your 
business instead of worrying about potential 
ePrivacy Directive and GDPR infractions and 
penalties. It will also let your users browse your 
site freely with the knowledge that you’re a 
responsible and compliant company. 

How Does It Work?
• A persistent banner sits on your site until a

user gives consent or modifies their consent
options.

• Only essential and necessary technologies
fire until consent is given, at which point the
remaining agreed to technologies execute.

• Users have the option to access their personal 
data through a request form. The type of data
rights request can be specified and routed to
the appropriate resource.

• Give users access to granular consent con-
trols for first and third-party data collection.

Benefits of Universal Consent Platform

Simple Consent Solution: This product pro-
vides single technology that ensures compli-
ance with the consent portion of the GDPR, 
ePrivacy Directive regulatory updates, PIPEDA, 
CCPA, and more. It also offers and encourag-
es consent with an uncomplicated user experi-
ence with a single consent touchpoint.

Auto-Population of Third-Party Technologies: 
Our patented auto-population feature ensures 
you are always disclosing an updated list of the 
third-party technologies on your site. 

Design Partnership Program: Our solution is 
built on feedback from privacy thought leaders, 
with input from regulatory authorities, brands, 
and technology vendors. 

Built for Customization and Integration: All 
display buttons and text are entirely customiz-
able, allowing users to adjust to their brand’s 
voice and standards. We also provide agnostic 
integration capabilities for homegrown GDPR 
solutions and enterprise-level partners. 

Persistent Banner for All Forms of Data  
Collection: As required by the ePrivacy Directive, 
the site banner is persistent until user consent 
is given or withdrawn. 

Robust Language Support: Our technology  
dynamically recognizes the user’s preferred 
language and displays the appropriate notice. 
We also offer support for more than 50 
languages worldwide, ensuring global coverage 
for enterprise customers.
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Easy Implementation: Only a single-tag needs 
to be deployed, simplifying the process of 
implementation. 

• Customize Notice Type by Region: Create 
and deploy different notices based on the 
corresponding privacy law in each region 
where you operate.

With our Universal Consent Platform, you can seamlessly integrate the need to be compliant 
without compromising the ability to achieve your business goals. Fully customizable 
banners, buttons, and text fields ensure that the compliance process is always consistent 
with your brand and doesn’t negatively impact the user experience. 

In addition to meeting the requirements of the GDPR and other global privacy laws, you’ll 
build trust and loyalty with consumers who are demanding that brands be more transparent 
and careful with their data. 

Mitigate Your Exposure to Regulatory Risk


